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INTRODUCTION {#prot25207-sec-0001}
============

Two‐component signaling (TCS) systems allow bacteria to respond to external environments using the reversible phosphorylation of conserved histidine and aspartate residues.[1](#prot25207-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#prot25207-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} Environmental changes stimulate a histidine kinase (HK) to autophosphorylate on a histidine residue. The phosphoryl group is then passed to an aspartate on the receiver (rec) domain of a downstream response regulator (RR), which modulates a cellular response \[Fig. [1](#prot25207-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}(A), top panel\]. Some organisms, like plants, fungi and certain bacteria, have developed an expanded system known as a multistep His‐Asp phosphorelay. This uses a hybrid HK that autophosphorylates on a His residue and passes the phosphoryl group to an Asp on an attached rec domain. The phosphoryl group is then transferred to a histidine‐containing phosphotransfer (HPt) protein \[Fig. [1](#prot25207-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}(A), bottom panel\].[2](#prot25207-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} In plants and fungi, HPt proteins often occupy branch points in the signaling pathway and can transfer phosphoryl groups to multiple downstream RRs. The osmosensing Sln1 pathway in *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* contains such a system. The HPt protein, Ypd1, acts as the relay point between the upstream hybrid sensor HK, Sln1, and the two downstream RRs, Ssk1 and Skn7.[3](#prot25207-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#prot25207-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} To prevent cross‐talk between multiple partners and pathways, protein‐protein interactions within branched systems must be tightly regulated and/or highly specific.[5](#prot25207-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#prot25207-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#prot25207-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#prot25207-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#prot25207-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}

![**Domain arrangements for TCS systems and topology and induced conformational changes of rec domains. A**: Canonical TCS pathway (top) and expanded multistep phosphorelay (bottom). In a typical TCS pathway, the signal is sensed by an HK, which binds ATP in a catalytic domain and autophosphorylates a histidine residue within the DHp. The phosphoryl group is transferred to an aspartate on the receiver domain (rec) of a downstream RR protein. Phosphorylation of the rec domain elicits a cellular response. Expanded phosphorelay systems contain an hybrid HK, with its own receiver domain, and an intermediate known as a HPt. **B**: The crystal structure of the representative RR, CheY (PDB 3CHY), in its unphosphorylated state shows the common (βα)~5~ topology. **C**: Major conformational shifts upon phosphorylation occur within the β4‐α4‐β5 regions (circled). Unphosphorylated CheY (PDB 3CHY) in cyan. $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$ bound CheY (PDB 1FQW) in purple. Asp57‐ $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$ is shown in stick model.](PROT-85-155-g001){#prot25207-fig-0001}

Nearly all rec domains adopt a common (βα)~5~ topology \[Fig. [1](#prot25207-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}(B)\],[2](#prot25207-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} consisting of a five‐stranded, parallel β‐sheet surrounded by five amphipathic α‐helices. Loops located at the C‐terminal ends of β1, β3, and β5 form a docking surface for cognate HKs and HPt proteins. Figure [1](#prot25207-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}(B) shows a representative structure of the chemotaxis RR, CheY.[10](#prot25207-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} Experimental structures show that rec domains use a highly conserved active site geometry that is essential for phosphotransfer. Rec domain active sites contain three conserved acidic residues (Asp or Glu) for coordinating a divalent metal cation, such as Mg^2+^. The Asp at the C‐terminal end of β3 serves as the site of phosphorylation.[2](#prot25207-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#prot25207-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#prot25207-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Two additional residues complete the active site: a highly conserved lysine and a moderately conserved residue (often Gln, Asn, or Lys) located two positions downstream from the phosphorylatable aspartate (D + 2 position).[2](#prot25207-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#prot25207-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#prot25207-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}

The favored model of rec domain switching posits the existence of a dynamic equilibrium between apo and phosphorylated states.[13](#prot25207-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#prot25207-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#prot25207-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#prot25207-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#prot25207-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#prot25207-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#prot25207-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Phosphorylation is known to induce allosteric and functional changes in rec domains.[11](#prot25207-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#prot25207-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#prot25207-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#prot25207-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#prot25207-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#prot25207-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} This is thought to cause a population shift by stabilizing the modified state, thereby redistributing the equilibrium.[17](#prot25207-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} This shift is not fully understood, and additional intermediate states have been observed.[13](#prot25207-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#prot25207-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#prot25207-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#prot25207-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#prot25207-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} The equilibrium shift model, also known as conformational selection, is in contrast to the more traditional idea of induced fit. In the induced fit scenario, phosphorylation is required to drive the conformational changes in the rec domain, which only occur when the ligand is bound (summarized in Ref. [29](#prot25207-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, specifically for rec domains in Ref. [13](#prot25207-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}). Despite more recent support for the conformational selection theory, controversy still surrounds the exact mode of rec domain switching.

Structural changes associated with phosphorylation are often subtle and difficult to identify. Structural alignments indicate average RMSDs between apo and phosphorylated conformations range from 1 to 4 Å, but deviations can be significantly greater (\>7 Å) in functionally relevant areas. Experimental structures reveal several features common to most known modified rec domain structures.[11](#prot25207-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#prot25207-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#prot25207-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#prot25207-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#prot25207-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#prot25207-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} Figure [1](#prot25207-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}(C) shows a rec domain alignment of CheY (PDB 3CHY[10](#prot25207-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} in its apo state; cyan) with CheY in its $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$ bound state (PDB 1FQW[11](#prot25207-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; purple). In CheY and the majority of other rec domains, large shifts consistently occur within the β4‐α4‐β5 region. Two conserved residues, a Ser/Thr on β4 and a Phe/Tyr/His on β5, adopt characteristically altered orientations in the crystal structures. Upon phosphorylation, the Ser/Thr rotamerizes and/or shifts with the β4α4 loop to form a hydrogen bond with the phosphoryl group, typically at a distance of 2.5--2.8 Å. The aromatic side‐chain of Phe/Tyr/His initially points away from the phosphoryl group, exposed to solvent in the apo state. Upon phosphorylation, it rotamerizes inwards to bury its side‐chain in a hydrophobic pocket recently vacated by the Ser/Thr on β4. These two conserved amino acids are referred to as "switch residues" and are used as traditional indicators of conformational state for rec domains.[28](#prot25207-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} Some studies have also implicated the aromatic residue (Phe/Tyr/His) as a factor in rec domain dimerization, due to its location in the center of a common dimerization interface.[34](#prot25207-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#prot25207-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} In CheY, these switch residues are Thr87 and Tyr106. More recently, a quartet of coupled residues have been implicated in directing allosteric changes in CheY.[16](#prot25207-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} The model speculates that Trp58 (D + 1) rotamerizes and shifts upwards, simultaneously increasing contact with Glu89 and decreasing contact with Met85. These changes are thought to be related to the rotamerization of Tyr106 and shifts in the β4α4 region. While these residues are only partially conserved, the relative phosphorylation‐induced changes are visible in many experimental structures.[30](#prot25207-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#prot25207-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#prot25207-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#prot25207-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#prot25207-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}

Even with highly conserved tertiary structure, genetic diversity between rec domains has led to divergent functional properties, making studies of individual rec domains necessary.[11](#prot25207-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#prot25207-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#prot25207-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#prot25207-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#prot25207-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#prot25207-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#prot25207-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#prot25207-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#prot25207-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} Depending on their biological role, autodephosphorylation rates of rec domains can span several orders of magnitude, suggesting other structural elements may be affecting the stability of the phosphoaspartate.[12](#prot25207-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#prot25207-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#prot25207-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [44](#prot25207-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} Many rec domains also oligomerize upon phosphorylation, usually through the α4‐β5‐α5 face.[30](#prot25207-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#prot25207-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#prot25207-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#prot25207-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#prot25207-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} Non‐canonical interfaces utilizing the α1α5 helices have been observed as well.[46](#prot25207-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#prot25207-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#prot25207-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} Structural rearrangements associated with phosphorylation can cause changes in surface shape and physicochemical properties, affecting interactions with binding partners.[47](#prot25207-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#prot25207-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#prot25207-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#prot25207-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#prot25207-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#prot25207-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#prot25207-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#prot25207-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"} While rec structures in their apo states provide basic structural information, they do not reveal the important allosteric changes that occur upon phosphorylation.

Of the \>300,000 rec domain sequences found in the NCBI database, ∼150 (non‐redundant) have structures available in the RCSB Protein Data Bank (PDB; <http://www.rcsb.org>).[57](#prot25207-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#prot25207-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#prot25207-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"} The majority of these structures are unphosphorylated, due to the difficulty of capturing the chemically labile phosphoaspartate species.[60](#prot25207-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}, [61](#prot25207-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#prot25207-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#prot25207-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#prot25207-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} Most "phosphorylated" structures were obtained using phosphoryl analogs, like $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$.[11](#prot25207-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#prot25207-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#prot25207-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#prot25207-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#prot25207-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#prot25207-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} This approach has met with limited success; fewer than 30 rec domains have been characterized in a conformationally modified state.[57](#prot25207-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#prot25207-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"} Molecular dynamics (MD) can be used to circumvent the difficulties of characterizing these transient conformations. However, kinetic studies reveal that rec domain phosphoryation and conformational changes occur on high microsecond to low millisecond timescales.[20](#prot25207-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#prot25207-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#prot25207-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"} Simulating these timescales at atomic resolution would be prohibitively expensive and impractical for most research laboratories. To make these studies more accessible, biasing terms can reduce the amount of sampling required.[66](#prot25207-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#prot25207-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#prot25207-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"} The most conserved rec domain feature is the active site geometry required for phosphotransfer.[11](#prot25207-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#prot25207-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#prot25207-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} Restraints can be used to drive the formation of this active site configuration for any rec domain. This shifts the protein toward a phosphorylated state, leading to allosteric rearrangements throughout the structure. Although these phosphorylated conformations are theoretically observable without restraints, they would require millisecond‐timescale simulations to reliably sample. The active site restraints drastically reduce the conformational search space and allow us to sample phosphorylated conformations in a fraction of the time.[69](#prot25207-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} With this approach, laboratories that lack the capability of millisecond timescale simulations are able to effectively simulate these events.

We have developed a methodology for accessing the phosphorylated conformation of a rec domain protein in a direct and expedient path using active site restraints. To validate this approach, we performed biased, all‐atom simulations on five diverse rec domains with known modified structures. This produced models for the rec domains that are nearly identical to the experimental data, both in global conformation and in key local features. The success of this methodology suggests that while rec domains may utilize some form of conformational selection to achieve allosteric switching, the application of an induced fit model is sufficient to achieve an equivalent effect. Additionally, data on conformational dynamics obtained from each simulation were used to identify areas of major functional significance associated with phosphorylation. Finally, we applied the approach to two rec domains found within the osmoregulatory Sln1 pathway of *S. cerevisiae*, the upstream Sln1‐rec and the downstream Ssk1‐rec, to compare their structural and functional changes upon activation. The principle of using active site restraints to reduce conformational search space can be applied to other protein families individually, such as kinases and HPt proteins. In addition, this method can be expanded to study the effects of phosphorylation on rec domain interactions with related protein families.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#prot25207-sec-0002}
=====================

Modeling and preparation {#prot25207-sec-0003}
------------------------

### Initial structures {#prot25207-sec-0004}

Crystal structures of single domain RRs (CheY and Spo0F), rec domains from multi‐domain RRs (PhoP‐rec and FixJ‐rec), and the rec domain of a hybrid HK (Sln1‐rec) were obtained from the PDB.[57](#prot25207-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"} Modified rec structures contained both a metal cation and the modified aspartate residue, either with $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$ or PO~3~ ^2−^. For a full list of the proteins used, see Table [1](#prot25207-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}.

###### 

Protein Structures used during Simulations

  Protein (organism)           Apo (PDB ID: Chain)   Modified (PDB ID: Chain)   Phosphoryl analog       Refs.
  ---------------------------- --------------------- -------------------------- ----------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  CheY (*E. coli*)             3CHY:A                1FQW:A                     $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$    [10](#prot25207-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#prot25207-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}
  PhoP‐rec (*E. coli*)         2PKX:A                2PL1:A                     $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$    [30](#prot25207-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}
  Sln1‐rec (*S. cerevisiae*)   1OXB:B                2R25:B                     $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$    [4](#prot25207-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#prot25207-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}
  FixJ‐rec (*S. meliloti*)     1DCK:A                1D5W:A                     $\text{PO}_{3}^{2 -}$   [23](#prot25207-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#prot25207-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}
  Spo0F (*B. subtilis*)        1NAT:A                2FTK:G                     $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$    [32](#prot25207-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [118](#prot25207-bib-0118){ref-type="ref"}

### Ssk1‐rec structure prediction {#prot25207-sec-0005}

The Protein Homology/analogY Recognition Engine v.2.0 (Phyre2) was used to generate a homology model of apo Ssk1‐rec from *S. cerevisiae*.[70](#prot25207-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"} The Ssk1‐rec domain sequence (residues 505--580:603--651) was used as input for intensive modeling mode. Nonconserved α3β4 loop residues (581--602) were excluded due to poor modeling quality and their location on the surface opposite the active site. The initial model was refined using ∼5 ns of all‐atom MD simulation. The resulting equilbrated structure was extracted and examined using Verify3D and RAMPAGE to assess model quality.[71](#prot25207-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}, [72](#prot25207-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"} The Ssk1‐rec model was then prepared and simulated as described in subsequent sections to sample its phosphorylated state.

### System preparation {#prot25207-sec-0006}

Starting models were prepared from the apo crystal structures. Phosphoaspartate was modeled into the active sites with Coot.[73](#prot25207-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"} A Mg^2+^ atom was also added based on available experimental coordinates. If no cation was present in the experimental structure, coordinates were copied from a homologous structure containing metal. While other metal types have been found in rec domain active sites, Mg^2+^ is sufficient for function of nearly all rec domains.[74](#prot25207-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}, [75](#prot25207-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}, [76](#prot25207-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"} The initial positioning of the metal cation is not criticial in the context of the simulations. Each protein will ultimately adopt its phosphorylated conformation around the cation as long as it is present in the general vicinity of the active site. Initial structures were stripped of all other crystallographic waters, ligands, and additional subunits prior to simulation.

Dowser was used to fill internal water cavities with a default probe radius of 0.2 Å.[77](#prot25207-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}, [78](#prot25207-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"} The SOLVATE program was then used to create a contoured solvent shell around each model with a shell thickness of 6.0 Å.[67](#prot25207-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"} Systems were loaded into VMD and processed using the AutoPSF plug‐in.[79](#prot25207-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"} Finally, structures were immersed in a full orthorhombic water box with 15.0 Å padding on each side using a TIP3P water model with the VMD solvate plug‐in.[79](#prot25207-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"} Systems were neutralized and K^+^/Cl^−^ ions were added to a final concentration of 100 m*M* using the VMD Autoionize plug‐in.[79](#prot25207-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}

### Phosphoaspartate {#prot25207-sec-0007}

Parameters for dianionic phosphoaspartate (AST) were defined for the CHARMM36 force field based on Damjanović et al. (2009).[80](#prot25207-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}, [81](#prot25207-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}, [82](#prot25207-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"} A tetrahedral phosphoryl group exists predominantly in the dianionic form at physiological pH (7.4).[63](#prot25207-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"} All simulations were run using the dianionic group instead of the monoanionic form. As described in Ref. [82](#prot25207-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}, charges for the phosphoryl group along with various bond and angle terms were taken from dianionic methylphosphate. Additional dihedral angle terms were taken from phenol phosphate. The torsion angle (X‐CD‐ON2‐X) and partial charges (CG and OD1 atoms) were obtained from previous parameterization studies.[82](#prot25207-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}

Molecular dynamics {#prot25207-sec-0008}
------------------

### Simulations {#prot25207-sec-0009}

Simulations were prepared and run using VMD and NAMD 2.9[79](#prot25207-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}, [83](#prot25207-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"} with the CHARMM36 protein force field.[80](#prot25207-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}, [81](#prot25207-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"} A 12.0 Å cutoff was used for van der Waals interactions with a switching function distance of 10.0 Å. Long‐range electrostatics were evaluated using the PME (Particle Mesh Ewald) method with a tolerance, interpolation order and grid spacing of 10e^−6^, 4.0, and 1.0 Å, respectively. A two fs integration step was used for all simulations. The SHAKE algorithm was applied to constrain covalent bonds involving hydrogen atoms throughout. Initial energy minimization was performed on non‐backbone atoms for 100 ps of NVT MD. An all‐atom minimization step was then done for an additional 100 ps of NVT MD with harmonic constraints of 0.5 kcal/mol applied to all Cα atoms. Following this, systems were heated to 310 K by increments of 1 K/ps over ∼310 ps of NVT MD. Equilibration was then performed with Cα atoms restrained for 500 ps of NPT MD. A final, unrestrained equilibration step of 4 ns NPT MD was run to prepare systems for production. Proteins were equilibrated and then simulated in multiple 10 ns production runs to collect 100 ns of effective production data for each rec domain. Trajectories were combined for analysis. Parallel runs were performed to increase conformational sampling.

### Simulation restraints {#prot25207-sec-0010}

Biasing terms are frequently used to steer systems toward desired states for study. Parameters that regulate this are known as collective variables (colvars).[69](#prot25207-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} A colvar ξ is defined as a differentiable function of the vector of 3*N* atomic Cartesian coordinates, *X* $:$ $$\xi\left( X \right) = \xi\left( x_{1},~x_{2},~\ldots x_{N} \right)$$

ξ(*X*) is generally a function with many fewer arguments than 3*N*, or is a combination of these functions: $$\xi\left( X \right) = \xi\left( z^{(1)}\left( X \right),~z^{(2)}\left( X \right),~\ldots z^{(\alpha)}\left( X \right)\ldots \right)$$with the Cartesian gradient: $$\nabla x~\xi\left( X \right) = \left( \nabla_{x_{1}}\xi\left( X \right),~\nabla_{x_{2}}\xi\left( X \right),\ldots \right)$$where the number of functions *z* ^(^ ^*α*^ ^)^ is much smaller than the number of atoms. The term *z* ^(^ ^*α*^ ^)^(*X*) describes a component and is a function of several atomic coordinates. A colvar is defined by a combination of one or more components. In the simplest scenario, the colvar *ξ* identifies a single component *z*, and often relates to properties such as atomic distances or dihedral angles.

Using the colvar module in NAMD, we applied half‐harmonic potential restraints to each rec domain to drive the formation of the appropriate active site geometry.[83](#prot25207-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"} Restraints were added during equilibration and maintained for the full 100 ns production data sets. For a list of the restraints used in the CheY representative experiments, see Table [2](#prot25207-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}. While this list was used on every system, minor changes were made if a given protein could not adopt a fully correct active site, often due to initial nonphysiological conformations. A sample colvars list is included for CheY in the Supporting Information (Text S1). It can be adapted for any target rec domain by changing the atomNumbers entries.

###### 

Colvars Applied to Drive Active Site formation in CheY

  Type       Group 1 atoms      Group 2 atoms            Boundaries
  ---------- ------------------ ------------------------ ------------
  Distance   Asp57 OD1          Mg^2+^                   1.9--2.2 Å
  CoordNum   Asp57 PO~3~ ^2−^   Mg^2+^                   1 group
  Distance   Mg^2+^             Initial center of mass   0.0--0.1 Å
  Distance   Ala88 N            Asp57 OP2                2.0--3.3 Å
  CoordNum   Asp13 R            Mg^2+^                   1 group
  Distance   Asp57 OP1          Mg^2+^                   0.0--2.2 Å
  Distance   Asp13 OD1          Mg^2+^                   0.0--2.2 Å
  Distance   Gln59 O            Mg^2+^                   0.0--2.2 Å

Data analysis {#prot25207-sec-0011}
-------------

### Trajectory analysis {#prot25207-sec-0012}

Trajectories were analyzed using VMD and the Bio3D package in R.[79](#prot25207-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}, [84](#prot25207-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}, [85](#prot25207-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"} Runs were stripped of all non‐protein atoms using VMD. Partial trajectories were then aligned by Cα atoms using the RMSDTT plug‐in[79](#prot25207-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"} and combined to form large ensembles for analysis.

Each simulation produced \>20,000 conformations (snapshots) of its protein. Analysis of such high‐dimensionality data is challenging. We performed principal component analysis (PCA) on the full combined trajectories to reduce the complexity of the data and analyze only the dominant conformations. PCA is a multivariate technique to simplify and visualize patterns within structural ensembles, including interconformer relationships.[84](#prot25207-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}, [86](#prot25207-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"} Typically, it is performed using a reduced set of atoms, such as an Cα representation. Projection of the conformational distribution onto the subspace defined by the first few principal components (PCs; by eigenvalues) creates a lower‐dimensional representation of the data, making analysis easier and faster.[84](#prot25207-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}, [86](#prot25207-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"} We then used a k‐medoids approach to cluster the distribution in PC‐space, grouping conformers based on structural similarity.[87](#prot25207-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}, [88](#prot25207-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"} The CLARA (Clustering for Large Applications) algorithm was used to handle the large data sets.[88](#prot25207-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}, [89](#prot25207-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"} A range of 4--15 clusters were tested, with the ideal number of clusters estimated using optimum average silhouette width.

We performed dynamical cross‐correlation (DCC) analysis on the combined production trajectories to detect collective motions between Cα atoms during each simulation. Trajectories were first superimposed against the initial frame. A cross‐correlation coefficient, *Cij*, was calculated for the Cα atoms with the expression: $$Cij = \frac{\langle{\Delta r_{i} \cdot \Delta r_{j}}\rangle}{\sqrt{\left( {{\langle{\Delta r_{i}^{2}}\rangle}{\langle{\Delta r_{j}^{2}}\rangle}} \right)}}$$where Δ*ri* and Δ*rj* are the displacements from the mean position of the *i*th and *j*th atoms with respect to time.[90](#prot25207-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"} *Cij* values were either positive, representing in‐phase or positively correlated motion, or negative, representing out‐of‐phase or negatively correlated motion. These were collected in matrix form and plotted.

### Structural analysis {#prot25207-sec-0013}

Structural alignments and analyses were performed using UCSF Chimera.[91](#prot25207-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"} Superpositioning to compare per residue deviations was done using the internal β‐sheet, as it showed minimal deviation upon activation in rec domain crystal structures. Graphing was performed in R.[85](#prot25207-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"} Electrostatic surface potential was calculated with Adaptive Poisson‐Boltzmann Solver (APBS) package in 0.1*M* KCl.[92](#prot25207-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"} Surface cavities were calculated using the 3D‐Surfer server with the VisGrid algorithm.93--95

### Software {#prot25207-sec-0014}

MD simulations were performed with NAMD[83](#prot25207-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"} on resources provided by the OU Supercomputing Center for Education and Research (OSCER) at the University of Oklahoma. System preparation, visualization and initial trajectory analyses were performed in VMD.[79](#prot25207-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"} Models and figures were made in Coot and PyMOL.[73](#prot25207-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}, [96](#prot25207-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"} Structural analyses were performed in UCSF Chimera.[91](#prot25207-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"} Trajectory analyses and plots were performed with R using the Bio3D, fpc, and cluster packages.[84](#prot25207-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}, [88](#prot25207-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}, [97](#prot25207-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"}

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION {#prot25207-sec-0015}
======================

Restraints drive phosphorylation‐induced conformational changes {#prot25207-sec-0016}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Crystal structures of five apo rec domains were obtained from the PDB (see Table [1](#prot25207-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}) for simulations. Phosphorylatable aspartate residues were replaced in the apo models with a custom dianionic phosphoaspartate (AST). A Mg^2+^ cation was modeled into the center of the active sites to act as a pivot point for each protein. Two options exist and were tested for the positioning of this cation in the apo model(s). The first was to use the same coordinates as the cation found in the modified ( $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$ bound) experimental structure for a given rec domain. The second was to align the apo model(s) to a known modified structure of a homologous rec domain containing a bound cation. The metal\'s coordinates were copied from the homologous structure and inserted into the unphosphorylated system(s). Results from the validation set showed that both approaches are effective, demonstrating how a rec domain with no known modified or metal‐bound structure can be simulated by manually modeling the bound cation. Half‐harmonic potential restraints were applied centered on this metal cation. Any restraints during a simulation can affect the dynamics of the system. Caution should be used when speculating on any mechanism of conformational transition. Nevertheless, we know that the active site is almost always arranged in the previously described geometry, as it is necessary for the chemistry of phosphotransfer. Sampling phosphorylated rec domain conformations without the active site restraints is possible, but would require far longer (millisecond) timescales that are prohibitively expensive and impractical for standard research laboratories. We repeatedly failed to observe complete transitions from apo to phosphorylated states for the rec domains in the validation set without the correct combination of restraints. This suggests that on this timescale, we cannot reliably or adequately sample phosphorylated conformations without the biasing terms.

Biased MD simulations were performed in explicit solvent for each system. Structural comparisons of phosphorylated and apo rec domain crystal structures suggest that the shift toward a phosphorylated conformation is subtle when the entire domain is included (average RMSDs of 1--3 Å).[11](#prot25207-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#prot25207-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} Cα deviations observed during the production simulations corroborated this, with most systems stabilizing within the ∼5 ns equilibration period and maintaining RMSDs of 1--2 Å throughout the runs (data not shown). This indicates that the simulated phosphorylation of these rec domains occurs on a similar magnitude as the experimental structures. The subtlety of these perturbations makes overall structural comparisons difficult for both experimental data and predicted models. In contrast, major changes are almost always seen along the β4‐α4‐β5 region, with some deviations occurring on magnitudes of \>7 Å in known structures.[30](#prot25207-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#prot25207-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#prot25207-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#prot25207-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#prot25207-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} To explore if these changes were due to increased flexibility within this region, or more concerted intramolecular movements, we calculated the per residue RMSF for each protein during the production simulations. Figure [2](#prot25207-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} shows the plots for the rec domains in the validation set. As expected, the loop regions generally possessed the highest levels of flexibility. The β4‐α4‐β5 region demonstrated no outstanding flexibility relative to the rest of the protein in the majority of the rec domains, suggesting that it is most likely involved in more concerted or specific changes associated with phosphorylation. FixJ‐rec is a possible exception. Comparison of existing crystal structures reveals that the β4‐α4‐β5 region of FixJ‐rec undergoes the most dramatic shift within the validation set. The high RMSF in this region suggests that the protein\'s intrinsic flexibility may contribute significantly to this deviation, in addition to the allosteric changes induced by phosphorylation.

![**Residue mobilities during production runs for the five rec domains.** Comparison of average root mean square fluctuations (RMSFs) for combined MD trajectories shows regions of relative flexibility in each protein. β‐strands (pink); α‐helices (cyan).](PROT-85-155-g002){#prot25207-fig-0002}

Analysis of collective motions reveals areas of functional relevance {#prot25207-sec-0017}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Protein dynamics are intimately involved in enzyme activity and catalysis. Previous work has speculated that areas undergoing collective motions within proteins are likely distinct subdomains of functionally related residues.[90](#prot25207-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}, [98](#prot25207-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"}, [99](#prot25207-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"}, [100](#prot25207-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}, [101](#prot25207-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"}, [102](#prot25207-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"}, [103](#prot25207-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"}, [104](#prot25207-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"} To identify these regions, with the notion that they may prove relevant to the phosphorylated state and protein function, we generated dynamical cross‐correlation maps (DCCM) for all five rec domains.[84](#prot25207-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"} Cross‐correlation plots show how various regions of a protein communicate by quantifying their relative motions. Motion can be positively correlated, meaning in the same direction, or negatively correlated (anticorrelated), meaning in the opposite direction. Figure [3](#prot25207-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} shows maps of correlated and anticorrelated motion within each protein calculated using the combined trajectories. These represent motions with the active site restraints already enforcing the conserved catalytic geometry. Correlation was normalized and scaled between −1.0 and 1.0. Collective motions between −0.25 and 0.25 were not considered significant (Fig. [3](#prot25207-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} white).[100](#prot25207-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}, [105](#prot25207-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"} For CheY, the middle and upper right areas show positively correlated motions between residues 80--89 and 101--110 (Fig. [3](#prot25207-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, yellow/green). These correspond to the α3‐β4‐α4 and α4‐β5‐α5 regions, suggesting correlated motions between the β4α4 and β5α5 loops and throughout the β4 and β5 strands themselves. In previous studies on activated rec domains, most dramatic shifts were typically observed in these areas, particularly in the loops adjacent to the active site.[11](#prot25207-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#prot25207-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#prot25207-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#prot25207-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#prot25207-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#prot25207-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} Residues 50--61 and 79--87 (α2‐β3‐α3 and α3‐β4‐α4 regions) also displayed positively correlated motions, again suggesting concerted loop movements and β‐strand interactions. In the lower left, residues 4--14 and 31--38 (β1α1 and α1‐β2‐α2 regions) and residues 4--14 and 50--61 (β1α1 and α2‐β3‐α3 regions) also showed similar positively correlated motions throughout every simulation. The areas of positive correlation suggest high overall stability of the central β‐sheet (as expected) and its interactions with loops, but relatively little correlated motion between it and the flanking helices. Strong negatively correlated motion was found within the CheY molecule between the C‐terminal portion of the α5 helix and the β5 strand and between regions of the α5 helix and most of the α4 helix. This indicates significant concerted movement within the α4‐β5‐α5 face of CheY. Other studies have shown that many rec domains dimerize through this surface.[30](#prot25207-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#prot25207-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#prot25207-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#prot25207-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#prot25207-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} While CheY does not form a homodimer, it does binds the downstream flagellar motor switch protein, FliM, through this surface.[36](#prot25207-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} Phosphorylation of CheY is known to increase its binding affinity for FliM 20‐fold.[106](#prot25207-bib-0106){ref-type="ref"} The data revealed significant reorientation of key residues (Ala90, Ile95, Tyr106, Lys119, Lys122; relative to the apo conformation) involved in, or potentially blocking, interaction with FliM.[36](#prot25207-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} Each of the five proteins produced remarkably similar patterns of positively correlated motions involving loop regions and the central β‐strands. Due to the high similarity between profiles, this pattern of positively correlated motion can provide a check for the proper simulation of rec domains. Perhaps more important are the unique patterns of negatively correlated motion produced by each protein (Fig. [3](#prot25207-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, blue/black). These variations offer valuable insights related to differences in rec domain function and effects after allosteric modification. The results suggest that putative regions of functional significance tied to phosphorylation‐induced changes can be identified based on (anti)correlated motions. This provides potential targets for further experimental studies. However, it must be noted that DCCM alone cannot provide conclusive information on conformational transitions. Further study would be valuable for characterizing the extent of these changes, using complementary approaches such as normal mode analysis. The following sections briefly summarize the DCCM results for the four remaining rec domains in the validation set.

![**Dynamical cross‐correlation maps (DCCM) reveal collective motions within the phosphorylated rec domains.** Positive correlation (yellow/green) suggests movement in phase, or in the same direction. Negative correlation (blue/black) suggests movement out of phase, or along the opposite direction. α‐helix (cyan); β‐strand (magenta).](PROT-85-155-g003){#prot25207-fig-0003}

Major regions of FixJ‐rec that exhibited significant negatively correlated motions were the α4‐β5‐α5 surface, including a large shift in the α4 helix, and the loop regions accessible on the active site surface. Phosphorylation‐dependent FixJ dimerization and further downstream signaling is believed to occur through the α4‐β5‐α5 interface (similar to CheY‐FliM binding).[23](#prot25207-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#prot25207-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} Key residues implicated in homodimerization that adopted altered orientations during simulation and were involved in negatively correlated motions include His84, Val87, Val91, Lys95, and the switch residue Phe101.[23](#prot25207-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} Additionally, correlated perturbations seen in the α1α5 region are likely involved in the binding of the upstream partner, FixL. This is supported by the work of Saito, et al. (2003), which suggests that mutations at this surface (particularly on the α1 helix) interfere with phosphotransfer from FixL to FixJ.[107](#prot25207-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"} As FixL also exhibits phosphatase activity, this likely affects the stability of phosphorylated FixJ‐rec.

Regions of negatively correlated motion seen in PhoP‐rec correspond to the α2α3 and α1α5 regions, similar to other rec domains. Also present is the characteristic movement of the α4‐β5‐α5 face, though to a much smaller degree than the other rec domains. PhoP dimerizes, even in an unphosphorylated form, through an asymmetric interface, but phosphorylation is required for downstream function (DNA binding).[30](#prot25207-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [108](#prot25207-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"} Phosphorylation causes a shift in the α4 helix, potentially stabilizing the dimerization interface. Cross‐correlation analysis also revealed significant correlated movements in the loop regions near the active site surface of PhoP‐rec. All known rec domains must bind their upstream donors through this active site to facilitate phosphotransfer, suggesting that the correlated loop motions may be involved in interactions with the upstream partner, PhoQ.

Spo0F regions that demonstrated significant negatively correlated motion correspond to a characteristic rearrangement of the α4‐β5‐α5 face, along with more subtle motions at the α1α5 surface and the loops near the active site. The α4‐β5‐α5 surface of Spo0F is not involved in dimerization and does not directly bind its partner, Spo0B.[32](#prot25207-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} The exact purpose of this area is unknown, and these results suggest a target for additional studies. Collective motion observed between the α1 helix and the α4α5 region is most likely involved in protein‐protein interactions with Spo0B, as phosphorylation is speculated to increase the binding affinity between the two proteins. The co‐crystal structure of the Spo0F•Spo0B complex confirms this, showing direct intermolecular contacts located within this region.[32](#prot25207-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} In addition, previous studies indicated that mutations in α1 helix and the β4α4 region caused defects in binding with KinA.[109](#prot25207-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"}

Major regions in Sln1‐rec that exhibited significant negatively correlated motion correspond to movements between active site loop regions and between the α2α3, α1α5, and α4‐β5‐α5 surfaces. Sln1 is a fungal hybrid HK believed to dimerize through its dimerization histidine phosphotransfer (DHp) domain.[110](#prot25207-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"} The rec domain alone is believed to function as a monomer, though no full‐length structure of the Sln1 hybrid HK exists. Cross‐correlation analysis suggests that the α4‐β5‐α5 surface, and possibly the α1α5 and α2α3 helices, may have significant roles in the signaling pathway. These movements may involve interactions with the downstream partner HPt, Ypd1, or with its own hybrid HK domain. Examination of the existing crystal structures suggest that the α2α3 and α1α5 helix regions are directly involved in binding Ypd1, although the purpose of the α4‐β5‐α5 region remains unknown.[4](#prot25207-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#prot25207-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} A more detailed analysis and comparison with another fungal rec domain, Ssk1‐rec, is discussed in later sections.

Trajectory analysis and extraction of representative receiver domain structures {#prot25207-sec-0018}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Due to the dynamic nature of proteins, no single "correct" phosphorylated conformation exists for a rec domain. But based on the characteristic changes associated with rec domain phosphorylation found in existing structures, we can identify a representative structure that is most likely to resemble a phosphorylated conformation in a crystal structure. Determining which conformation(s) from within the total ensemble best accomplishes this is indeed challenging. Each simulation produced a substantial amount of conformational data (\>20,000 observations). We first had to simplify these complex datasets to identify which conformers were the most significant to this goal. To reduce the dimensionality of the data, we performed PCA on the combined trajectories for each rec domain (data not shown). Performing PCA prior to clustering can save significantly on computational cost and time, as well as filter out high‐frequency conformational variance (noise) from the data.[111](#prot25207-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"}

Trajectories were clustered in the resulting PC space to quantitatively identify the dominant conformations adopted by the proteins during simulation. Due to the large size of each data set, an implementation of the CLARA algorithm was used.[87](#prot25207-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}, [88](#prot25207-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"} The pamk function within the R package fpc was used to estimate the ideal number of clusters based on average silhouette width.[89](#prot25207-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}, [97](#prot25207-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"}, [112](#prot25207-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}, [113](#prot25207-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"} Data were clustered using the top seven PCs to incorporate ∼50% of the observed data variance. To produce a reasonable number of candidate structures from which to choose a final representative phosphorylated structure, the minimum number of clusters was set to four, and the maximum was set to fifteen. Each cluster was an ensemble of structurally similar conformers. A corresponding medoid was then extracted from each cluster. A medoid is a representative conformer from the cluster that exhibits minimal dissimilarity to the rest of the cluster. This produced a list of candidate structures for the rec domains. For our purposes, the candidates best represent the dominant conformations observed for the phosphorylated rec domains.

Identification and validation of representative predictions using experimental receiver domain structures {#prot25207-sec-0019}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Ideally, each candidate (medoid) structure should be analyzed individually for physiological relevance, as all are potentially valid conformations of phosphorylated rec domains. No single scoring method exists to adequately identify the most representative structure of a phosphorylated rec domain. But to fulfill the ultimate goal of this study and for validation purposes, we developed a set of criteria to identify the top 1--2 candidate structures most likely to resemble the phosphorylated crystal structure of each rec domain. All factors must be examined collectively to make an informed decision. The process (depicted in the flowchart in Fig. [4](#prot25207-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}) includes comparisons with the apo conformation to detect characteristic allosteric changes associated with phosphorylation \[Fig. [4](#prot25207-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}(A)\], quantifying and ranking switch residue and quartet residue reorientations \[Fig. [4](#prot25207-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}(B,C)\], eliminating inappropriate active site arrangements \[Fig. [4](#prot25207-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}(D)\] and ranking by conformer cluster population sizes \[Fig. [4](#prot25207-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}(E)\]. These steps are described in detail for CheY in the text. Results for each rec domain (including CheY) were tabulated and included in the Supporting Information (see Tables S1--S4).

![**Flowchart summarizing the methodology.** Initial apo structure is phosphorylated and simulated with active site restraints. The resulting combined ensemble is aligned to remove translational and rotational fluctuation. Conformers are then clustered together based on similarity using k‐medoids based algorithm. Candidate structures (medoids) are extracted for each cluster. Each medoid is analyzed to identify the candidate most likely to resemble a phosphorylated crystal structure using the following criteria: (**A**) Candidates are aligned to their apo structure to eliminate medoids showing little to no conformational changes (∼3.5 Å cutoff). **B**: Switch residue positions are analyzed. Medoids lacking fully buried aromatic side chains and hydrogen‐bonded Thr/Ser residues (2.9 Å cutoff) are ignored. **C**: Quartet residue positions are measured and compared between medoids. **D**: Active site geometry is checked. Medoids lacking fully conserved active site arrangements are ignored. **E**: Medoids from transient clusters are eliminated (∼1500 conformer cutoff). Using these criteria, a final representative structure is identified. This structure is then validated against existing structural data.](PROT-85-155-g004){#prot25207-fig-0004}

Structural alignments were performed with each set of candidate structures and their corresponding apo crystal structure \[Fig. [4](#prot25207-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}(A)\]. Figure [5](#prot25207-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}(A) shows a superposition of all seven candidate structures extracted from the CheY trajectories aligned to the apo CheY structure (PDB 3CHY; black ribbon) using the invariant β‐sheet core.[10](#prot25207-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} Most of the conformational variance we observed between clusters was small (∼1.5 Å) and unsurprisingly located in the flexible loop regions. Qualitatively, this can be seen in the CheY alignment in Figure [5](#prot25207-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}(A), where the majority of the conformers show little deviation, especially throughout the helix and strand elements. Other rec domains (Spo0F; see Supporting Information Fig. S4) exhibited far more diversity among the medoid conformers. The largest changes induced by phosphorylation occur in the β4‐α4‐β5 region of CheY. This area has consistently shown high deviations in nearly all modified rec structures.[11](#prot25207-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#prot25207-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#prot25207-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#prot25207-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#prot25207-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} The shift from apo to phosphorylated state is quantified in Figure [5](#prot25207-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}(B) for CheY, which shows the per residue all‐atom RMSD after alignment between the **apo** (PDB 3CHY) and $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$ bound crystal (PDB 1FQW) in **black trace**. The **grey traces** in Figure [5](#prot25207-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}(B) shows the same for each **medoid** of CheY aligned to the **apo** crystal. The **colored trace** shows the RMSD between the apo crystal structure and a sample medoid structure, demonstrating a significant conformational shift characteristic of phosphorylation. By examining the deviations in the β4‐α4‐β5 region \[Fig. [5](#prot25207-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}(B), shaded area; Supporting Information Figs. S1--S4), we were able to eliminate any candidate structures that showed unusually low relative conformational changes associated with phosphorylation, indicating a closer resemblance to the apo conformation. For CheY, typical max deviations observed among the medoids were ∼4.5--5 Å within this area. A single medoid was found \[the conformer that best represents cluster 7 (see Supporting Information Table S1), which contains ∼5% of the total ensemble\] with significantly smaller changes (∼2.5--3 Å). This medoid was assigned lower priority based on these RMSD calculations. The remaining candidates displayed more characteristic changes when aligned to the apo structure, and comparison between the colored and black traces suggest a phosphorylation‐induced conformational shift on a similar magnitude. Alignments and RMSD calculations for the other protein systems are available in the Supporting Information (Figs. S1--S4). A threshold of ≤ 3.5 Å was used for most of the rec domains. However, a lower cutoff of 3.0 Å was applied to Sln1‐rec, which exhibited consistently smaller changes overall (see Supporting Information Table S4).

![**Alignments of candidate structures to the unphosphorylated crystal structure of CheY. A**: Superposition of apo crystal structure (PDB 3CHY, black) with candidate (medoid) structures identified during cluster analysis. **B**: Per residue, all‐atom RMSD for phosphorylated structures versus the apo crystal structure. Shaded area corresponds to β4‐α4‐β5 regions. Trace color corresponds to chosen structures in alignment: example candidate structure versus apo crystal (green); $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$ crystal vs. apo crystal (black). Traces for additional candidate structures appear in gray. α‐helix (cyan); β‐strand (magenta).](PROT-85-155-g005){#prot25207-fig-0005}

Switch residue orientation was also examined in each of the extracted candidate structures \[Fig. [4](#prot25207-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}(B)\]. Figure [6](#prot25207-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} shows a close‐up comparison of the switch residues found in CheY. In Figure [6](#prot25207-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}(A), the apo crystal structure of CheY shows the unmodified positions of the switch residues. The side‐chain of Tyr109 adopts a torsion angle (*χ* [1](#prot25207-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}) of −25° and Thr87 is positioned 6.1 Å away from the phosphorylatable Asp57. Figure [6](#prot25207-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}(B) shows how Thr87 shifts to within 2.5 Å of Asp57, and Tyr109 adopts a torsion angle (*χ* [1](#prot25207-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}) of 76° in the $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$ bound crystal structure. Figure [6](#prot25207-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}(C) demonstrates the same "switched" orientations in a sample medoid structure predicted for CheY. A similar shift of Thr87 was observed in ∼100% of the structural ensemble for CheY, indicating an almost complete and instantaneous switch upon adoption of the catalytic active site geometry. However, medoids extracted from clusters 2, 5, and 7 (which contain ∼32% of the total structural ensemble) exhibited a smaller rotamerization of Tyr109 (torsion angle *χ* [1](#prot25207-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} of ∼60°). These medoids were assigned lower priority. Medoids extracted from clusters 1, 3, 4, and 6 (which contain the other ∼68% of the total structural ensemble) adopted rotamers corresponding to more buried orientations characteristic of phosphorylated conformations (torsion angle *χ* [1](#prot25207-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} of ∼75--80°). In CheY, these differences were subtle, but in other rec domains (Sln1‐rec, Spo0F) the switch residues showed far greater deviations. Candidates that did not exhibit proper switch residue reorientations were eliminated as possible representative structures. A cutoff of 2.9 Å was applied between the Thr/Ser switch residue side‐chain and the phosphoryl group. Aromatic switch residue torsions angles are typically unique and were considered relative only to other medoids of the same protein. Minor or incomplete rotamerizations (partially buried orientations) were assigned lower priority. Each of the five rec domains in the validation set produced at least one candidate structure with switch residue orientations matching the modified crystal structures, except for PhoP‐rec, where Tyr98 remained completely in a solvent‐exposed orientation in 100% of the total ensemble. Further examination of the PhoP‐rec structure reveals that the rec domain crystallized as a homodimer, with Tyr98 located in the center of the dimerization interface.[30](#prot25207-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} Previous studies have implicated the aromatic switch residue in certain dimeric RR interactions.[34](#prot25207-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#prot25207-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} Comparison of the modified crystal structure and the predicted model reveals similar environments around the Tyr98 side‐chain, with adequate volume to allow rotamerization in both. In *E. coli* PhoP, the pocket created by the shift in the β4α4 loop is less hydrophobic in nature than the other rec domains in the validation set, likely making rotamerization less favorable. We speculate that by using only monomeric PhoP‐rec during the simulations, the rotamerization was not inducible. Also of significant note is the aromatic switch residue His101 in Spo0F. In the crystal structures of Spo0F, the side‐chain of His101 adopts multiple conformations, but remains solvent‐exposed regardless of phosphorylation state.[32](#prot25207-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} This residue and region have no known role in dimerization or partner binding for Spo0F, which may be why it fails to rotamerize.[15](#prot25207-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#prot25207-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [114](#prot25207-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}, [115](#prot25207-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"} Most of the extracted Spo0F candidate structures exhibited various degrees of rotamerization at His101. The majority adopted a partially buried orientation (medoids extracted from clusters 1, 3--12, which contain ∼91% of the total structural ensemble), likely resembling an intermediate conformation. A single medoid (extracted from cluster 2, which contains ∼9% of the total structural ensemble) was identified that remained fully solvent‐exposed. No candidates were observed to adopt a completely buried orientation. This supports the existence of an intermediate state(s) in solution, although medoids with partially exposed rotamers were eliminated as possible representative structures. More importantly, it indicates that this computational approach can capture unique allosteric changes associated with phosphorylation that may differ between rec domain proteins. Figures of switch residues for the remaining rec domains can be found in the Supporting Information along with tabulated results (Tables S1--S5; Figs. S5--S8).

![**Characteristic switch residues shift upon phosphorylation in CheY. A**: Apo orientation (PDB 3CHY). **B**: $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$ bound orientation (PDB 1FQW). Thr87 has shifted to form a hydrogen bond with Asp57. Tyr106 has rotamerized inwards into the hydrophobic pocket. **C**: A sample candidate structure of phosphorylated CheY demonstrates near‐identical orientations to the $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$ bound crystal.](PROT-85-155-g006){#prot25207-fig-0006}

Quartet residue positions were also analyzed within the medoid structures \[Fig. [4](#prot25207-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}(C)\]. These residues have been hypothesized to form an allosteric network, able to switch between apo and phosphorylated‐like conformational states.[16](#prot25207-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} Comparisons rely on the relative changes in interatomic distances between residues upon transitioning from apo to phosphorylated conformation. While most quartet residues share moderate to low sequence conservation, we found that their relationships are relatively maintained in the rec domains used in the study and likely in most rec domains. In the CheY candidates, we examined the distance between Trp58 (D + 1 position) and the switch Thr87, which are consistently found in closer proximity in modified crystal structures. All medoids showed a decrease in the atomic distance between these side chains, although only the most dramatic shifts were considered for potential representative structures. We also examined the distance between Trp58 and Met85, which is believed to increase upon phosphorylation. Again, all medoids showed an increase in relative distance upon phosphorylation, but higher priority was placed on the medoids that exhibited the largest shifts. Interaction between Trp58 and Glu89 is also thought to increase as a result of phosphorylation. Each medoid showed various interatomic distances, but only two exhibited strong interaction between these residues (extracted from clusters 4 and 6, which contain ∼29% of the total structural ensemble). Also analyzed were the rotamerization of Trp58, related to the interaction with Glu89, and the rotamerization of Met85. Only two medoids (extracted from clusters 4 and 5, which contain ∼40% of the total structural ensemble) showed sufficiently large rotamerization at Trp58, going from 75° to ∼110° upon phosphorylation. The *χ* [1](#prot25207-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} torsion angle of Met85 shifts from 70° (apo crystal) to −178° ( $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$ crystal). A similar rotamerization is observed in four different CheY medoids (extracted from clusters 2 and 4--6, which contain ∼61% of the total structural ensemble). Interestingly, the near‐complete "phosphorylated" organization of quartet residues is observed in only two candidates (medoids extracted from clusters 4 and 6, which contain ∼31% of the total structural ensemble). Analysis of the final quartet residue, Tyr109, can be found in the previous section. By ranking the changes in interatomic distance between the quartet residues in relation to the apo state, we were able to narrow down which medoids were more likely to resemble the phosphorylated crystal structures for each rec domain. Tabulated results for the other systems (M55, I80, E89 in Spo0F; V1145, A1171, F1175 in Sln1‐rec; L55, V80, H84 in FixJ‐rec; L52, V77, R81 in PhoP‐rec) can be found in the Supporting Information (Tables S1--S5).

We next examined the phosphorylated active sites of each candidate structure \[Fig. [4](#prot25207-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}(D)\]. Proper active site geometry is essential for the phosphotransfer reaction to occur in all rec domains, and a divalent metal cation is required for catalysis. Figure [7](#prot25207-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} shows this geometry for CheY. In Figure [7](#prot25207-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}(A), the active site lacks the metal cation, leading to a disordered side‐chain arrangement. With the addition of a Mg^2+^ cation and the phosphoryl analog $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$, the active site side chains arrange in an octahedral configuration centered around the metal ion \[Fig. [7](#prot25207-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}(B)\]. This is also demonstrated in a sample medoid for CheY \[Fig. [7](#prot25207-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}(C)\]. Despite the restraints, we frequently observed incomplete or incorrect active sites in the extracted medoids. If a candidate structure failed to fully adopt the conserved active site arrangement, we eliminated it as a possible representative structure. One of the most frequently seen deviations was a failure to recruit the two water molecules needed to complete the octahedral coordination around the cation. This was usually due to one of the conserved acidic residues forming multiple points of coordination between their side chains and the metal, rather than a single point of coordination from each. Those candidate structures with a warped phosphoryl group geometry were placed assigned lower priority as well. Among the CheY candidates, a single medoid structure adopted the ideal catalytic active site, extracted from cluster 4 (which contains ∼14% of the total ensemble). This medoid also had the closest to ideal linear phosphoryl geometry as well (measured by dihedral angle of the phosphoaspartate bond). The remaining candidates failed to properly coordinate the metal cation and/or the phosphoryl group. Active site results for the other rec domains used in this study were analyzed and tabulated (see Supporting Information, Tables S1--S5; Figs. S9--S12).

![**Highly conserved active site geometry of active CheY. A**: Disordered active site side chains of apo CheY (PDB 3CHY). **B**: Active site side chains of CheY bound to $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$ (PDB 1FQW). The addition of Mg^2+^ orders the active site, generating an octahedral coordination geometry with the recruitment of two additional water molecules. Switch residue Thr87 has shifted to hydrogen bond with Asp57. **C**: Active site side chains in a sample candidate structure of phosphorylated CheY demonstrates near‐identical geometry to the $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$ bound crystal.](PROT-85-155-g007){#prot25207-fig-0007}

Finally, the population sizes of the clusters were calculated \[Fig. [4](#prot25207-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}(E)\]. When performing geometrical clustering on MD simulations, we assume that conformations grouped into the same cluster are structurally similar, and therefore lie within the same basin on the free‐energy landscape of the protein.[116](#prot25207-bib-0116){ref-type="ref"} Clusters are typically different sizes, due to conformational sampling progressing according to a Boltzmann distribution during simulation. Sparsely populated clusters are more likely to represent transient and/or higher energy states. When trying to identify which conformations will best resemble a crystal structure, which we normally assume is at an energetic minimum, neither of these effects is desirable. For this reason, medoids extracted from minor clusters (\<1500 conformers) were typically eliminated, unless otherwise described. Additionally, if multiple medoids were identified as likely representative structures, the candidate from the larger cluster was retained.

Taking all of these criteria into consideration, a process of elimination allowed for the convenient identification of the top representative structure most likely to resemble a phosphorylated structure for each rec domain. This is apparent in the tabulated results seen in the Supporting Information (Tables S1--S5). Table cells retained for analysis are shown in grey. Medoids with solid grey in every column were found to be most representative of phosphorylated conformation. Each of these representative structures was then compared to their modified crystal structure counterpart to validate the predictions. We first performed overall structural alignments to compare global protein structure. Figure [8](#prot25207-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}(A) shows the final CheY representative model (the medoid extracted from cluster 4, which contains ∼14% of the total structural ensemble) superimposed to the $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$ bound crystal structure (PDB 1FQW, dark blue ribbon). Structural alignments were also performed on each of the other rec domains (see Supporting Information, Figs. S13--S16). Overall average RMSDs for the predicted models ranged from 0.5 to 1.0 Å when compared to the existing modified crystal structures obtained from the PDB. While these measurements suggest that the models are nearly identical to their experimental counterparts, RMSD averages are often misleading, especially considering that the majority of the important conformational changes occur in flexible loop areas. Global RMSDs comparing apo and modified crystal structures are typically higher, but only moderately so. In addition, both our simulations and structures of identical proteins obtained from different experimental sources (crystallography, NMR) suggest that the same rec domain in a common phosphorylated state may deviate by up to 2 Å, presumably through the protein\'s inherent flexibility. This likely generates considerable "noise," making it challenging to identify significant conformational differences. A more prudent analysis should focus on those areas known to change significantly and directly in response to phosphorylation. To this end, we generated per residue Cα RMSD traces for the β4‐α4‐β5 region, to compare the deviations between both the apo versus $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$ bound crystal structures and the predicted models vs. $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$ bound crystal structures. Structures were aligned by the invariant β‐sheet core, as this was found to exhibit the least amount of deviation upon phosphorylation. Figure [8](#prot25207-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}(B) contains two RMSD traces for CheY. The black trace represents the deviation between the apo crystal (PDB 3CHY) and $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$ bound crystal (PDB 1FQW) structures, showing the degree to which the experimental conformations change. The colored trace represents the deviation between the top predicted model and the $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$ bound crystal (PDB 1FQW) structure, showing how closely the prediction matches the experimental conformation. While natural fluctuations were present in most, the top representative models were still consistently and significantly closer to the experimental modified structures in every example, except for PhoP‐rec, which showed only moderate improvement (see Supporting Information, Fig. S13). In experimental structures, PhoP‐rec experiences only minor changes upon phosphorylation, suggesting that visualizing the significant differences using simple RMSD measurements may be ineffective. Additional comparisons for the rest of the proteins are available in the Supporting Information (Figs. S13--S16).

![**Global structural alignment of the top representative model to the BeF~3~** ^−^ **bound crystal structure of CheY and comparisons of the β4‐α4‐β5 region. A**: Final predicted model (light cyan). Crystal structure of CheY with $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$ bound (PDB 1FQW, dark blue). **B**: Per residue Cα RMSD for apo vs. $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$ crystals (black), and for predicted model versus $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$ crystal (cyan). The black trace shows the differences between the phosphorylated and unphosphorylated conformations. The cyan trace shows how closely the prediction matches the true $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$ crystal structure. α‐helix (cyan); β‐strand (magenta).](PROT-85-155-g008){#prot25207-fig-0008}

To further analyze the conformational changes in the β4‐α4‐β5 region, we calculated the pseudodihedral angle formed by consecutive Cα atoms in the β4α4 loop for each of the rec domains. This loop is related to the reorientation of the conserved switch Thr/Ser residue and is intimately involved in the transition between apo and phosphorylated conformations. Representing flexible regions in proteins using pseudodihedral angles is an effective way of comparing local conformations without relying on structural alignment methods and RMSD calculations.[117](#prot25207-bib-0117){ref-type="ref"} Table [3](#prot25207-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"} contains the angles observed in the modified crystal structures, the top predicted models and the apo crystal structures for each of the proteins within the validation set. All models match their corresponding modified crystal structure closely, except for the seemingly incorrect Spo0F. Futher investigation revealed the existence of multiple conformations for the β4α4 loop in the $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$ bound crystal structure of Spo0F (PDB 2FTK), suggesting that the phosphorylated rec domain can adopt at least two separate forms. In addition, this $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$ bound Spo0F structure was crystallized bound to its cognate phosphotransferase, Spo0B, which interacts extensively with the β4α4 loop. In the absence of its binding partner, the β4α4 loop likely adopts an altered conformation. Analysis of the NMR structural ensemble of $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$ bound Spo0F (PDB 1PUX) shows pseudodihedral angles for the β4α4 loop ranging from 70--95°. These results suggest that our predicted structure likely resembles a phosphorylated crystal structure of monomeric Spo0F.

###### 

Pseudodihedral Angles Defined by Consecutive Cα Atoms in the β4α4 Loop

  Protein    Modified crystal structure   Predicted structure   Apo crystal structure   Residues included
  ---------- ---------------------------- --------------------- ----------------------- -------------------
  CheY       160.36                       161.12                −125.10                 Ala88‐Lys91
  PhoP‐rec   172.45                       167.78                −168.23                 Ala80‐Ser83
  Sln1‐rec   −169.75                      −177.81               160.29                  Ala1174‐Asp1177
  FixJ‐rec   132.20                       127.22                −7.51                   Gly83‐Asp86
  Spo0F      52.56, 109.61                65.09                 56.46                   Ala83‐Glu86

As a final validation step, we compared the physicochemical characteristics of the existing crystal structures with the predicted representative models. Properties such as electrostatic potential, hydrophobicity and geometric surface features provide insight into the biological functions of proteins. By identifying differences between the phosphorylation states of the rec domain crystal structures, and determining whether those differences are also present in the representative models, we can more accurately determine the quality of the models as predictive tools. Any visible changes that occur upon phosphorylation can be used to identify functionally relevant areas and targets for future experimental studies. Figure [9](#prot25207-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"} shows the most significant changes found in the CheY structures. Structures were aligned and then arranged side‐by‐side to compare common regions. We first calculated the electrostatic surface potential for each of the structures (apo crystal, $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$ bound crystal, predicted model) using the APBS package.^92^ Figure [9](#prot25207-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}(A) shows the results for CheY when viewed along the β4‐α4‐β5 surface. Upon phosphorylation, characteristic shifts facilitated by the movement of the β4α4 loop in CheY lead to a 20‐fold increase in binding affinity for its partner, FliM.[106](#prot25207-bib-0106){ref-type="ref"} This is accompanied by a change in the electrostatic potential of the α4‐β5‐α5 face, caused by residue shifts near the α4 and α5 helices and the β4α4 loop \[Fig. [9](#prot25207-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}(A)\]. The structure of CheY bound to FliM (PDB 1F4V) reveals that the areas of altered potential, particularly the β4α4 loop, interact directly with the N‐terminal region of FliM \[Fig. [9](#prot25207-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}(A)\].[36](#prot25207-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} These changes are nearly identical in the $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$ bound crystal structure and the predicted model, but are absent in the apo structure. An implementation of the VisGrid algorithm on the 3D‐SURFER server was then used to characterize the local geometric features of the proteins.[93](#prot25207-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"}, [95](#prot25207-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"} VisGrid classifies the shape of a molecule\'s surface based on a visibility criterion, essentially the fraction of open or visible directions from a given target position. Cavities and protrusions are defined as clusters of positions based on the level of their visibility. VisGrid provides a simple and robust method of comparing the relative geometric shapes and regions of potential functional significance for different protein structures. Figure [9](#prot25207-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}(B) shows the first pocket detected in CheY. The $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$ bound structure and model both show a cavity near the center of the active site surface, but this cavity is largely absent in the apo structure. Figure [9](#prot25207-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}(C) shows a second pocket found on the β4‐α4‐β5 surface. While the pocket is detected in all three structures, it has a significantly altered shape and location in the apo structure. Figure [9](#prot25207-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}(D) shows a protrusion detected on the active site surface. This protrusion is formed by the loops adjacent to the active site. No large or continuous protrusion was detected at this location in the apo crystal structure. Similar comparisons were performed for each of the other rec domains from this study (data not shown). The predicted models closely matched the modified crystal structures for all members of the validation set. Nearly every unique structural difference identified between the modified and apo crystal structures was accounted for in the models, including regions of known functional significance.

![**Changes in physicochemical surface properties upon phosphorylation of CheY.** Structures were aligned and partitioned into quadrants. View is of the same region on every structure. **A**: Electrostatic surface potential calculated for the CheY crystal structures and the representative model. Shown is the β4‐α4‐β5 face. A ribbon representation of the $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$ structure of CheY bound to FliM (PDB 1F4V) is shown for reference. Negative potential is blue; positive potential is red; FliM is magenta. **B**: Detected molecular cavity located near the active site of CheY. **C**: Detected molecular cavity located on the β4‐α4‐β5 surface. **D**: Detected molecular protrusion located near the active site of CheY.](PROT-85-155-g009){#prot25207-fig-0009}

By combining comparisons of global structure, functionally relevant areas, physicochemical characteristics and local geometric features, we have demonstrated that the models predicted using the previously described approach provide accurate representations of phosphorylated rec domain structures. Although changes are challenging to detect, the predictions are able to capture the key structural features associated with the phosphorylation of rec domains. The fact that these features are not detectable in the apo crystal structures shows the value that such models hold for guiding experimental studies.

Phosphorylation of Ssk1‐rec and comparison with the upstream Sln1‐rec {#prot25207-sec-0020}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Having validated the new methodology, we then compared the rec domains of the upstream hybrid HK, Sln1, with the downstream RR, Ssk1, from the *S. cerevisiae* osmotic stress response pathway. Ssk1‐rec is slightly unusual in that the phosphorylated conformation is the resting state, and activation occurs only upon dephosphorylation. While crystal structures of apo and $\text{BeF}_{3}^{-}$ bound Sln1‐rec exist,[4](#prot25207-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#prot25207-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} no structure is currently available for the Ssk1‐rec domain. A homology model for apo Ssk1‐rec was generated using the Phyre2 server as an alternative.[70](#prot25207-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"} Though they share little overall sequence similarity, Ssk1‐rec possesses a canonical rec domain at residues 506--651 that aligns well with Sln1‐rec, except for a short, 22‐residue loop (residues 580--603) between α3 and β4 on the surface distal to the active site. This loop consistently modeled poorly and was excluded from the final structure prediction.

We subjected the apo Ssk1‐rec model to energy minimization and equilibration to alleviate any non‐physiological structural features or model bias produced by homology modeling. The resulting structure was validated with the Verify3D server.[71](#prot25207-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"} Ramachandran plots generated with RAMPAGE indicated that ∼99% of residues fell within favored or allowed regions.[72](#prot25207-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"} This "relaxed" model was phosphorylated and used for restrained MD. Trajectories were analyzed and clustered to extract candidate structures for phosphorylated Ssk1‐rec. A final representative medoid was chosen based on the previously described criteria. We then compared this model and the dynamic information obtained from the simulations with the Sln1‐rec data, to provide insight into the components of the fungal signaling pathway.

The characteristic pattern of positively correlated motion found in all rec domains can be seen in the DCCM for Ssk1‐rec (Supporting Information Fig. S17). Additional patches were also observed between the β1 strand with the α2 helix, and the β3 strand with the α4β5 region. None of the other rec domains in this study displayed positively correlated motion in these areas. Ssk1‐rec also demonstrated a large network of negatively correlated movements, far more extensive than in Sln1‐rec. These areas of negative correlation correspond to the β1 strand with the α5 helix, the β1 strand with the α3 helix/loop, the α1 helix/loop with the β3 strand, the α1 helix/loop with the β4 loop/strand, the α1 helix/loop with the β5 strand, the entire β2‐α2‐β3 region with the α3β4 region, the entire β4‐α4‐β5 region with the α5 helix, and the α5 helix with the β1, β2 and β3 strands. The results suggest that Ssk1‐rec undergoes a multitude of significant collective movements in its phosphorylated state, in addition to the characteristic perturbations at the β4‐α4‐β5 surface. Ssk1‐rec and Sln1‐rec appear to share negatively correlated motions between their α2 and α3 regions and their α4 and α5 regions, though in both cases the affected areas are larger in Ssk1‐rec.

The differences seen in the collective motions of Ssk1‐rec and Sln1‐rec are likely attributable to the distinct functional roles of each protein. Sln1‐rec, as part of a hybrid HK, interacts with its upstream donor (its own catalytic kinase domain) and downstream acceptor (the HPt protein, Ypd1) through a common binding surface formed by the loops adjacent to the active site and portions of the α1 and α5 helices. The interface between the rec and HK domains of Sln1 is likely similar, though no structure currently exists for the complex. The concentrated regions of negatively correlated motion seen in Sln1‐rec are localized to these relatively small areas. We speculate that this is due to the presence of only the single binding surface. In contrast, Ssk1‐rec must bind the upstream Ypd1, the downstream Ssk2 and possibly its own extensive N‐terminal domain. The Ypd1 binding interface is known to be homologous to Sln1‐rec, formed at the active site surface by adjacent loop regions.[4](#prot25207-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} However, mutational studies by Horie et al. (2008) suggest that the Ssk2 binding site is located elsewhere on the rec domain.[118](#prot25207-bib-0118){ref-type="ref"} The same researchers also determined that Ssk1 forms a homodimer in solution, though whether the dimerization interface is a part of the rec domain or the N‐terminal region is unknown. These multiple regions of functional significance likely correspond to the far more complex network of collective motions detected in phosphorylated Ssk1‐rec.

Most significant structural changes induced by phosphorylation in Ssk1‐rec were centered around the β4‐α4‐β5 region, with the β4α4 loop and N‐terminal portion of the α4 helix undergoing a dramatic shift away from the α4‐β5‐α5 face. Large changes also occurred in the α1, α2 and C‐terminal half of α5 helices. Smaller shifts were observed in the N‐terminal portion of the α3 helix and the β1α1, β3α3, and β5α5 loops. Supporting Information Fig. S18 shows a structural alignment of the top representative structure and the apo Ssk1‐rec model. Visually, the shift in the α4 helix and loop is far more dramatic than in Sln1‐rec. The α1, α2, and α5 helices of Ssk1‐rec may also be functionally important, as their shifts correspond to strong, broad collective motions not seen in Sln1‐rec. Surface analysis shows that phosphorylated Ssk1‐rec forms additional protrusions on the β4α4 loop and helix, the β5α5 loop and down the α5 helix (data not shown). Additionally, the α4‐β5‐α5 surface cavity undergoes significant shape changes (data not shown).

Horie et al. (2008) discovered a mutation (D628G) on Ssk1‐rec that abolished binding with Ssk2 and inhibited the activation of Ssk2 by wild‐type Ssk1‐rec through dimerization.[118](#prot25207-bib-0118){ref-type="ref"} This suggests that the likely binding surface for Ssk2 is located on the α4‐β5‐α5 surface of Ssk1‐rec. The D628G mutation occurs next to the aromatic switch residue, Tyr629. The authors hypothesized that replacing this aspartate with a glycine locks the protein into a conformation that is unable to bind Ssk2. They also speculated that phosphorylation induces a similar shift, possibly through the characteristic rotamerization of the aromatic switch residue. Our results may shed further light on this phenomenon.

Surprisingly, Tyr629 did not rotamerize in any of the phosphorylated simulations, remaining completely solvent‐exposed in both phosphorylated and apo conformations. We speculate that this is caused by the severe shift of the β4α4 loop and α4 helix upon phosphorylation. Unlike most of the other rec domains, the pocket created by the shift of the Thr/Ser switch residue in Ssk1‐rec is significantly less hydrophobic due to Lys618. In the apo Ssk1‐rec structure, the side chains Lys618 and Tyr629 are hydrogen‐bonded and solvent‐exposed, pointing outwards. Upon phosphorylation, the conformational change causes Lys618 to shift up and in, partially occupying the pocket that would normally be filled by the rotamerized Tyr629 and forming hydrogen bonds with residues on the α4 helixand β4α4 loop. PhoP‐rec contains a similar organization with residues Lys87 and Tyr98, although it lacks the dramatic shift in the α4 helix upon phosphorylation. Because of this, Lys87 never enters the pocket, and Tyr98 is able to rotamerize and satisfy an additional hydrogen bond with Arg81. These results suggest that unlike the majority of rec domains, Tyr629 is incapable of rotamerizing while Ssk1‐rec is phosphorylated. This may be related to Ssk1‐rec requiring dephosphorylation to activate further downstream binding.

Although Asp628 does not appear to affect the rotamerization of Tyr629, it may play a role in the overall conformational change that occurs in the α4‐β5‐α5 surface. Comparison of the Ssk1‐rec models reveals that phosphorylation causes the α4 and α5 helices to shift away from the β5 strand in an opening motion. The DCCM also shows negatively correlated motion between several areas on the α5 helix and the β5 strand (Supporting Information Fig. S17), including Asp628. In the representative phosphorylated model, the side‐chain of Asp628 forms an hydrogen bond with Trp646 on the α5 helix. Lys642 is also near, potentially creating an additional salt bridge. We compared brief trajectories of phosphorylated and unphosphorylated Ssk1‐rec to investigate the role of Asp628 (data not shown) . When phosphorylated, Asp628 forms a salt bridge with Lys642 in ∼67% of frames and a hydrogen bond with Trp646 in ∼32% of frames. When unphosphorylated, Asp628 forms a salt bridge with Lys642 in ∼85% of frames, and a hydrogen bond with Trp646 in ∼84% of frames. These preliminary numbers suggest a significant change in interaction stability corresponding to the α5 helix shifting closer to the β5 strand upon dephosphorylation. We speculate that mutating Asp628 to glycine abolishes this effect, preventing binding to Ssk2 through the α4‐β4‐α5 surface.

CONCLUSIONS {#prot25207-sec-0021}
===========

We have presented a computational methodology that utilizes biased MD to predict the phosphorylated conformations of RR rec domains. This approach uses multiple half‐harmonic restraints to drive formation of the conserved rec domain active site. This rearrangement pulls the rest of the protein into its phosphorylated state, allowing sampling of modified conformations on a nanosecond timescale. The biasing terms make these studies accessible to research laboratories that may lack the specialized equipment and experience required to simulate this process on the millisecond timescale on which it normally occurs. We validated this technique on five diverse, well‐characterized rec domains: CheY, PhoP‐rec, FixJ‐rec, Sln1‐rec, and Spo0F. Cross‐correlation analysis revealed areas of correlated motion that have been implicated in phosphorylation‐mediated behavior for the five rec domains. This information can be used to guide further experimental studies toward areas of functional interest. We extracted representative models for each rec domain and compared them to the existing crystal structures using global structure, switch residue and quartet residue orientations, active site geometry, loop conformations, and physicochemical surface properties to demonstrate the accuracy of the predictions. The models closely matched the experimentally determined structures of the conformationally modified rec domains in all aspects, validating the approach and suggesting that an induced fit model of conformational switching is sufficient to sample these transient phosphorylated conformations. Researchers studying TCS pathways can use this approach to gain structural insight into specific rec domain characteristics, such as changes in surface properties and binding surface accessibility. We demonstrated this by comparing the known and predicted structures of the *S. cerevisiae* signaling proteins, Sln1‐rec and Ssk1‐rec, respectively. This information allows for more complete analysis of the functional differences in these two rec domains in the absence of experimental structural data. We predict that this approach can also be applied to signaling complexes, to study changes in protein‐protein interactions within TCS systems as rec domains transition from apo to phosphorylated conformations.
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